Learn about using the CONTENTdm API and the IIIF API.

- **CONTENTdm API**

  [No image available](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/CONTENTdm/Advanced_website_customization/API_Reference)

  Find an overview of the CONTENTdm API, which is a read-only web service to access CONTENTdm collections and records in JSON or XML format.

  - CONTENTdm Server API Functions - dmwebservices
  - CONTENTdm Website API Reference - utils

- **IIIF API Reference**

  [No image available](https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/CONTENTdm/Advanced_website_customization/API_Reference)

  Find information about the International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF). CONTENTdm repositories have full support for the IIIF Image and Presentation APIs for all image-based records.